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QUESTION 1

To mitigate the impact of a single VM being compromised by another VM on the same hypervisor, an administrator
would like to utilize a technical control to further segregate the traffic. Which of the following solutions would BEST
accomplish this objective? 

A. Install a hypervisor firewall to filter east-west traffic 

B. Add more VLANs to the hypervisor network switches 

C. Move exposed or vulnerable VMs to the DMZ. 

D. Implement a zero-trust policy and physically segregate the hypervisor servers. 

Correct Answer: B 

Vlans segment traffic so I guess so I guess that\\'s what they mean by segregate 

 

QUESTION 2

A security analyst is investigating some users who are being redirected to a fake website that resembles
www.comptia.org. The following output was found on the naming server of the organization: 

Which of the following attacks has taken place? 

A. Domain reputation 

B. Domain hijacking 

C. Disassociation 

D. DNS poisoning 

Correct Answer: D 
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DNS server cache poisoning aims to corrupt the records held by the DNS server itself. This can be accomplished by
performing DoS against the server that holds the authorized records for the domain, and then spoofing replies to
requests from other name servers. Another attack involves getting the victim name server to respond to a recursive
query from the attacking host. A recursive query compels the DNS server to query the authoritative server for the
answer on behalf of the client. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following prevents an employee from seeing a colleague who is visting an inappropriate website? 

A. Job roration policy 

B. NDA 

C. AUP 

D. Separation of duties policy 

Correct Answer: C 

"Which of the following prevents an employee from visiting an inappropriate website" 

.....which would somewhat make more sense. An acceptable use policy (AUP) is a document that outlines the rules and
restrictions employees must follow in regard to the company\\'s network, software, internet connection and devices. The 

employee shouldn\\'t access the inappropriate website as it would go against proper use of the company network. 

================ 

Helpful Info I Guess 

NDA (Non-disclosure agreement) - a binding contract between two or more parties that prevents sensitive information
from being shared with others. 

Separation of Duty - refers to the principle that no user should be given enough privileges to misuse the system on their
own. 

Job rotation - A concept that has employees rotate through different jobs to learn the procedures and processes in each.
From a security perspective, job rotation helps to prevent or expose dangerous shortcuts or even fraudulent activity. 

 

QUESTION 4

A secunity engineer needs to create a network segment that can be used for servers thal require connections from
untrusted networks. Which of the following should the engineer implement? 

A. An air gap 

B. A hot site 

C. A VUAN 

D. A screened subnet 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following actions would be recommended to improve an incident response process? 

A. Train the team to identify the difference between events and incidents 

B. Modify access so the IT team has full access to the compromised assets 

C. Contact the authorities if a cybercrime is suspected 

D. Restrict communication surrounding the response to the IT team 

Correct Answer: A 

The Preparation (initial phase) involves correct data events are being logged, the reporting of potential incidents is
happening and personnel training. Nothing in B, C and D is referring to that. 
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